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Learner+ 
Any Participant+ with a mindset oriented 
towards the act of learning, connected with 
working lives, benefiting from Opt+out or Opt+in

People professionally 
learn with any THEMA+Mix 
Using Opt+out or Opt+in any THEMA+Mix shapes each 
Pro+Programme with any Audit+ each THEMA+Mix 
gets 1. upto 7. types of THEMA+

Life Long Learning+: 
1. Insight+

2. Strategy+Change
3. HRM+Mobility
4. Competence+

5. Compliance+

6. Communication+

7. ICT+

IP+ 
Intellectual Property (IP) serves societies to 
encourage the creation of intellectual goods. 
IP exists under ancient Roman laws which are 
developed under British law since the 17th century 
and worldwide now. Life Long Learning+ all in 
builds AthenA to improve Employability+ with and 
for any AI+Learner. Our IP+ combines Data+ sharing 
with its protection - all in Luxembourg.

Life Long Learning+ all in
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ECJ C-319/12 MDDP
28 November 2013 “Under point (i) of Article 132(1) of the 
VAT Directive, the supply of educational services referred 
to is, however, exempt only if those services are provided 
by educational bodies governed by public law or by 
other organisations recognised by the Member State 
concerned as having similar objects. 
[] It follows that it is only where the Member State has 
exceeded its discretion, by defining a taxable person as 
an organisation with objects similar to those of bodies 
governed by public law, that that taxable person may then 

rely on point (i) of Article 132(1) of the VAT Directive in order 
to contest national legislation and have its services made 
liable to VAT. 
[] A taxable person may not claim, in accordance with 
Article 168 of Directive 2006/112 or the national provision 
transposing it, a right to deduct input value added tax 
where, as a result of an exemption provided for by national 
law in infringement of point (i) of Article 132(1) of that 
directive, its output supplies of educational services are 
not subject to value added tax. That taxable person 
may, however, rely on the incompatibility of that exemption 

with point (i) of Article 132(1) of Directive 2006/112 so 
that that exemption is not applied to it where, even taking 
account of the discretion granted to Member States, that 
taxable person could not objectively be regarded as 
an organisation having objects similar to those of an 
educational body governed by public law, within the meaning 
of that provision, which is to be determined by the national 
court. In the latter case, the educational services supplied 
by that taxable person will be subject to value added 
tax and that person could then benefit from the right to 
deduct input value added tax.”

Learning+Pan-EU
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Lloyd's CRKBO

107 TFEU

€2.000.000 p.a.  

107 TFEU
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PIF-fraud

€250.000.000 p.a.

for EU
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car lease

O�ce+VAT

Learning+Pan-EU

Brexit is returning customs and VAT-borders, full of 
immediate issues. Our ECJ must get to function with its 
full jurisdiction near the Irish Sea. Lloyd’s CRKBO is 
100% controlled by its UBO in London. This VAT-factor 
affects the Netherlands with issues, more than in the Czech 
Republic, Germany, Luxembourg, Poland nor elsewhere. 
One must follow ECJ MDDP, not wrongly monopolized 
commercial funding for Lloyd’s CRKBO, with varying 
tariffs including non-deductible VAT. Being “recognised” 
this way with an EU+Permittance to provide educational 
services that are not subject to value added tax, is out of 
line with ECJ MDDP regarding higher tariffs per taxable 
person established outside the Netherlands. Getting 
delisted by Lloyd’s CRKBO fueled by its unjust commercial 
interest is wrong. Neither do annual tariffs match with 

any “taxable person could not objectively be regarded 
as an organisation having objects similar to those of an 
educational body governed by public law” as prescribed in 
ECJ MDDP. Nasty effects from Lloyd’s CRKBO amount to 
PIF-fraud. There is no two-faced layer ‘within any taxable 
person’, that fits the concept of a lawful “taxable person”.  

Red360light in all this can bankrupt small educational 
businesses. Orange360light can mitigate issues for 
corporate structures, claiming a ‘local law taxable person’ 
instead of facing “that that taxable person knew, or should 
have known, that [] it was participating in evasion of value 
added tax” following ECJ C-131/13 Italmoda. Lloyd’s 
CRKBO must follow EU+Law. Questions are urgent. 
Effects of Lex+CRKBO are to be decided in Luxembourg. 

for Life Long Learning+ all in, we need a central co-
created, co-developed and co-owned AI+ in our AthenA. 
Within Learner+Domus, our AI+ is arranged to support an 
utmost accessible, available plus all in affordable way to 
amplify L&D+. Rooted in the Netherlands, AthenA protects 
Data+ in Luxembourg. As time- and place-independent 
as AthenA can be, it would be offbeat to ‘work under any 
management’. With our Association+PASPAL, we can 
learn as a ‘meeting of minds’, making conscious choices 

about our living and working conditions. Collectively, 
PASPAL acts in the interests of any Learner+Pan-EU. 
Our joint-venture, co-owned by each WOW+Learner, is 
jointly governed by any Learner+ enabled to progress 
our UNION+. PASPAL recognizes each Learner+ as 
equally deserving, estimable and worthy citizen within 
our EU Charter. Each Learner+Pan-EU owns her or his 
individual rights of access to vocational Learning+Pan-EU.

Lloyd’s CRKBO Learning+Pan-EU

not in conformity with ECJ MDDP in conformity with ECJ MDDP
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Life Long Learning+ all in
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“one cannot have a 
cake and eat it”
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Compliance+

Office+VAT ECJ C-672/16 Imofloresmiracar lease ECJ C-594/10 Van Laarhoven

16 February 2012 “[Car lease] the right to immediately and fully deduct VAT paid 
at the time of the acquisition leads to the corresponding obligation to pay VAT on 
private use of the business assets [. Car lease] treats use for private purposes in 
the same way as the supply of services for consideration vehicles are used for both 
business and private purposes to deduct input VAT immediately and in full, but which 
subsequently provides, as regards private use of those vehicles, for annual taxation 
based - for determining the taxable amount of VAT owed in a given financial year - on 
a flat-rate method of calculating expenses relating to such use which does not take 
account on a proportional basis of the actual extent of that use.”

28 February 2018 “[Office+VAT] ‘the initial deduction is to be adjusted where it is higher 
or lower than that to which the taxable person was entitled’ [] preventing possible tax 
evasion, avoidance and abuse is an objective recognised and encouraged by the VAT 
Directive [] it must be noted that a limitation of the temporal effects of a judgment 
is an exceptional measure which assumes that there is a risk of serious economic 
repercussions owing in particular to the large number of legal relationships entered into 
in good faith on the basis of rules considered to be validly in force and that it appears 
that individuals and national authorities have been led to adopt practices which do 
not comply with EU law [.] It is apparent from the case-law of the Court that there is 
no objective and significant uncertainty as to the scope of EU law [] authorities cannot 
therefore rely on an objective, significant uncertainty regarding the implications of 

provisions of EU law. [T]here is no need to determine whether the criterion relating 
to the seriousness of the economic repercussions has been met. It follows from the 
foregoing that it is not appropriate to limit the temporal effects of the present judgment. 

Articles 167, 168, 184, 185 and 187 [] on the common system of value added tax 
must be interpreted to the effect that they preclude national legislation which 
provides for the adjustment of the value added tax initially deducted on the 
ground that a property, for which the right to opt for taxation was exercised, is 
regarded as no longer being used by the taxable person for the purposes of its 

own taxed transactions, where that property has remained unoccupied for more 
than two years, even though it is established that the taxable person has sought 
to rent it during that period. 

Agreement+ 

 all in solving forbidden State+Aid  
must retroactively be brought in line with 

101-108 TFEU 

Services Directive UBO Directive VAT Directive 

all in neutral treatment under 288 TFEU

7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 27, 41, 42 and 47 EU Charter with  
15 and 16 GDPR and 16 TFEU via 267 TFEU

Level playing+field bond in UNION+ adopting 
mutually beneficial Mediation+, co-created by each  
Learner+Pan-EU - coming home in our AthenA+Lab. 
Here, we learn through co-owning AI+. 
Thereby, Compliance+ with EU+Law is our act to 
balance interests of both the Participant+ and Partner+, 
by learning from interests within any Pro+Programme 
- linked in AthenA+Lab. Here we are inspired by 
Erasmus+ and Niemietz ECHR “[1992] 29. The Court 
does not consider it possible or necessary to attempt 
an exhaustive definition of the notion of “private life”. 
However, it would be too restrictive to limit the notion to 
an “inner circle” in which the individual may live his own 
personal life as he chooses and to exclude therefrom 
entirely the outside world not encompassed within that 
circle.

Respect for private life must also comprise to a 
certain degree the right to establish and develop 
relationships with other human beings. There 
appears, furthermore, to be no reason of principle why 
this understanding of the notion of “private life” should 

be taken to exclude activities of a professional or 
business nature since it is, after all, in the course of 
their working lives that the majority of people have a 
significant, if not the greatest, opportunity of developing 
relationships with the outside world []”. Combined effects 
of EU+Law are effectively consequential, like through 
ECJ 342/86 Daddy’s dance Hall “[1987] rights of 
employees are safeguarded in the event of a change of 
employer by allowing them to remain in employment with 
the new employer on the terms and conditions agreed 
[]  regardless of whether [ownership] is transferred. [] 
Since this protection is a matter of public policy, and 
therefore independent of the will of the parties to the 
contract of employment, the rules of the directive, in 
particular those concerning the protection of workers 
against dismissal by reason of the transfer, must be 
considered to be mandatory, so that it is not possible 
to derogate from them in a manner unfavourable to 
employees. [] It follows that employees are not entitled 
to waive the rights conferred on them by the directive 

and that those rights cannot be restricted even with 
their consent.” 
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“Continuation of injustice 
requires justification and that 

justification can only be found in 
the interests of third parties”

S.K. Martens Vermeire ECHR
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Pro+Programme

Accountant+Teacher WOW+Learner
inspectorates on commercial educational programs repeatedly note false impressions like on recognized diplomas 
that are not recognized - often without consequences. Local authorities frequently pay millions for retraining many 
unemployed - VAT+exempt. Such cooperation is bound to be destructive, once it is organized contrary to 107 TFEU. 
Our Pro+Programme progressing Compliance+ is Audit+ - instructing to respect EU+Law.  
Audit+ provides Green360light for valuing all in interests - within our Level playing+field.  
AprovA+Report on Opt+out and Opt+in documents this practical learning process made easy with AprovA+app 
and SUMMA+Partners - sharing deeds plus notices with any debtor       

all in our AI+Domus we jointly plan journeys connecting our Learner+Union and Creator+Union - together learning 
how to support a better Learner+. Jointly we love to study and share ideas on how to improve any Pro+Programme. 
In all this our hero is any learner investing their own time and money in learning. Learner+AI.pdf and AmplificA+Cluster 
rewards this - always.   
Negative effects from dividend per WOW+Learner being established as a Partner+ we avoid all in.  
So Agreement+ incorporates all in cancellation clauses following 1993/13/EG. Also our GDPR+Lead values (EU) 
2016/679 safeguarding free movement of: 1 persons; 2 goods; 3 services; and 4 capital - “access to court” 
under our 47 EU Charter regarding 1-4 for any Learner+Pan-EU

any Pilot+ that seems not executed as instructed 
and/or has any wrongful+Management-act  
and/or breaches EU+Law can call for suspension 
- as decided by SPA+ through our AprovA+app.
Compliance+ equals our Level playing+field
for any party operating under EU+Law - including
everything under “288 TFEU To exercise the
Union’s competences, the institutions shall adopt
regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations
and opinions. A regulation shall have general
application. It shall be binding in its entirety and
directly applicable in all Member States. A directive

shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved, 
upon each Member State to which it is addressed, 
but shall leave to the national authorities the 
choice of form and methods. A decision shall be 
binding in its entirety. A decision which specifies 
those to  whom it is addressed shall be binding 
only on them. Recommendations and opinions  
shall have no binding force.”. After Mediation+ 
any wrongful+Management-act might end up 
before our ECJ via our Central+Court - compare 
User+Terms

Input+ and Output+ characterize EU+Permittance 
- on any modular Pilot+ built via AprovA+app.
No silent+Partner can execute any “battle of forms”
- implicating its wrongful+Management-act.
AmplificA+CV (in Lochem NL) has SPA+ as 
general+Partner - governed by PASPAL plus (UBO) 
PAS. Each Learner+Pan-EU gets a say in governing 
our Learner+Domus - central to amplifying L&D+

EU+Law prescribes equal treatment, to which 
exceptions must be scrutinized strictly. Input+ 
and Output+ characterize our EU+Permittance 
- on any Pilot+ via AprovA+app. AprovA+app CV
has SPA+ as general+Partner - governed by
PAS plus (UBO) PASPAL. Learner+Pan-EU
co-governs any local SDA+Domus
- for tailored Instructional+Material

Level playing+field

Opt+outOpt+  in

we love all in empowerment of each Learner+Pan-EU 
participating in Green360light - which goes hand 
in hand with understanding concepts like owning 
plus AI+ and IP+. Agreement+ must be readable for 
any person learning commercially or professionally 
- therefore AprovA+app uses one modular
Agreement+ involving any Learner+Pan-EU.
Each ‘meeting of minds’ in our Learner+Domus
can amplify our Level playing+field

central in each Pilot+ we use AI+ by our AthenA+Lab 
in our Learner+Domus for Rating+ qualities 
- instead of it being used as some kind of popularity
test per Teacher+. If L&D+ receives no Rating+

this is implicating a wrongful+Management-act
excluding any Opt+out - plus its VAT-exemption.
Serious Rating+ plus +Payments per Price+Type
go hand in hand with Life Long Learning+ all in.
Rating+ can support Opt+in flipping to Opt+out,
payment by any Beneficiary+ flips any ownership

Rating+

Maestra+Lingua
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“The real question is,  
when will we draft an artificial 

intelligence bill of rights?
What will that consist of?  

And who will get to decide that?” 
@Greyscott
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Learner+Domus

Central+CourtAI+Domus
even the best intentions on Life Long Learning+ all in 
cannot always prevent issues. Disagreement can’t always be 
solved by Mediation+ including Intra+Cluster, Inter+Cluster 
- upto our Union+Reunion. Therefore, our Agreement+ 
prescribes when and how each Participant+ can use our 

standard “access to court” - via our Central+Court (NL) in 
Arnhem. Under 267 TFEU any EU+Law on Learning+Pan-EU 
can be clarified - by the (LU) ECJ 

In short:  EU+Law is central to Learning+Pan-EU

avoiding Artificial Intelligence and learning to work 
smarter do not match. Learning on  how to best use AI+ is 
central to TEAM+AmplificA. Our home for AI+ works - to 
get grip. Insight+ and grip define AI+. As envisioned by 
PASPAL “our Amplified Intelligence for any AI+Learner 

is human centred. Therefore our AI+ must be developed, 
used and owned all in - where ‘big tech’ AI lacks individual 
grip, one might end up with amplified insecurity” 

In short:  Learning+Pan-EU is central to our AI+

Learner+Domus (NL)

Data+Domus (LU)
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link for Learner+Pan-EU per Agreement+ with 
Opt+out and/or Opt+in in each Pro+Programme 
in AthenA+Lab 

in an environment under all kinds of pressure, 
causing an urgent Green Deal, who and what 
do I want to become when, where and how? 
Kaleidoscopic questions form AthenA+Lab. 

Technological capacities can outgrow us rapidly. 
So our own sense of direction should keep up with 
that pace - if we want to get more of a grip on our 
lives. This is way too important to be left to computer 
lovers. The human race developed rich organizational 
ideas, some 2500 years ago, in our Athenian 
civilization. Demos kratos brings progress all in. 

This is an inspiring learning process. Pro+Programme 
incorporates frequent meeting of minds, ready to 
learn per Union+Reunion - co-owning all of its fruits. 

Life Long Learning+ all in shares our environments: 
Learner+Domus (NL); Data+Domus (LU); and  
AprovA+Domus (each EU+Member-State). 

In PASPAL we organize direct involvement for every 
Learner+ in any Pro+Programme. Thereto any 
WOW+Learner deserves a central Pan-EU role 
within PASPAL 

Pilot+ 

Learner+Pan-EU 

AI+ per Pro+Programme, inspired by Erasmus+ and 
its substantial contribution to Life Long Learning, 
works all in for our Green Deal - an initiative 
strengthening the Treaty of Rome and its two 
amendments: the Treaty of Maastricht and the 
Treaty of Lisbon. Thereto in our AI+Domus, 
AthenA+Lab develops AI+Literacy - which 
amplifies Employability+. Cooperative input by 
PASPAL integrates individual goals per AI+Learner, 
linking a mix of central and local options within 

Life Long Learning+ all in. TEAM+AmplificA 
continuously tailors our AI+ to help each individual 
Learner+Pan-EU to reinforce or reinvent working 
goals and means. Agreement+ observes this as an 
activity of any Learner+ working as an employer, 
self employed professional, employee or any mix. 
AthenA+Lab offers self-empowerment through a 
better sense of direction - which is no easy part 
of AI+. In Learner+Domus, step by step, we can 
progress Life Long Learning+ all in 

AthenA+Lab 

“anything you do  
for me, without me,  
you do against me”

proverb Central-Africa - central to Association+PASPAL
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AthenA+Lab

Union+Reunion VAT+Deduction ECJ C-165/17 Morgan Stanley Rule of Law ECJ C-235/17 Hungary 
“Having regard to the findings made in paragraphs 123 to 128 
above, it must be held that the deprivation of property effected by 

the contested provision cannot be justified on the ground that it is in 
the public interest; nor are any arrangements in place whereby fair 

compensation is paid in good time. 

Accordingly, that provision infringes the right to property guaranteed 
by Article 17(1) of the Charter.”, Vékony ECHR “[2015] measure did 
not offer a realistic prospect to continue the possession”,  
ECJ C-340/14 Trijber and ECJ C-360/15 Visser “unlimited period 
[unless] limited for overriding reasons [but Lloyd’s CRKBO can’t serve 
a] public interest that may justify a territorial restriction”

“[That pro rata system applies] where a branch registered in a Member State incurs 
expenditure for the purposes both of taxed transactions and VAT+exempt transactions 

carried out by its principal establishment established in another Member State 
[the deductible proportion relating to those general costs must be based on all the 
economic transactions carried out by the taxable person] taxed transactions carried 
out by that principal establishment must appear, in respect of which VAT would also be 
deductible if they had been carried out in the State in which that branch is registered. 
[In] the numerator of that fraction, besides the taxed transactions carried out by that 
principal establishment, solely the taxed transactions carried out by that principal must 
appear, in respect of which VAT would also be deductible if they had been carried out 
in the State in which the branch concerned is registered.”

In short: VAT+Neutrality for our EU crosses borders, within our EU 

co-owning the activity of learning makes one neither ‘liberal’ nor a ‘socialist’. 
One cannot really outsource ones own Employability+, without losing oneself. 
EU Citizenship (since 1993) is the future of our ever closer European Union. 
Ten years later, in the European Year of Citizens by 200+ citizens, from Dublin 

Europe’s leaders found as consensus “we need the direct involvement of citizens 
in building a stronger and more political Union”. 

Consensus, a decided group opinion, such as EU+Law, serves solidarity, which is 
not a sign of weakness. Actions out of line with it cannot be tolerated - theoretical 
‘consensus’ without practical consequences violates our Rule of Law.  
We enshrined our consensus to give ourselves an all in base. This base serves real 
participation from within our precious European Union - our peace project based 
on our consensus. Level playing+field is no luxury but a must have - regarding any 
services working for each Learner+Pan-EU

“an ever closer union among 
the peoples of Europe”  

strengthens each Learner+ - one at a time
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cooperation among EU+Member-States  
encourages union among people. 
Life Long Learning+ all in amplifies loads of 
great professional opportunities - that help to 
achieve goals in our Green Deal which helps 
to solve exclusion 

learning with AI+ we do learn to progress learning 
- by each AI+Learner in one learning structure. 
Employing joint Input+ in coordinated ways, we 
all in learn to be free - with our Learner+Domus. 
Our Pan-EU vision on and implementation of AI+, 
Data+, EU+Law pro Life Long Learning+all in aims 
to progress one more effective Level playing+field 
- as one must be free to learn 

Amplificator AprovA+app

“Das letzte Wort zu  
EU-Recht wird immer in 
Luxemburg gesprochen. 

Nirgendwo sonst.” 
Kommissionspräsidentin @vonderleyen
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Green360light

UNION+ 
with our EU+Permittance since 2012 each Learner+Pan-EU is central to L&D+ per Opt+out with AmplificA+CV - and/or 
tailored Instructional+Material per Opt+in with AprovA+app CV. Union+Reunion upgrades our Level playing+field in 
more and more unifying EU+Law like:  
ECJ C-255/02 Halifax; ECJ C-39/05 P Turco; 14 April 2009 TASZ ECHR; ECJ C-70/10 Scarlet; 
ECJ C-119/11 Otis; ECJ T-115/13 Dennekamp; ECJ C-584/13 Mapfre; ECJ T-220/13 up to C-622/16 P Scuola; 
ECJ T-79/16 up to C-817/18 P VGG; ECJ C-120/19 Tamoil; and ECJ C-272/19 VQ.  
Alike the Treaty of Tromsø art. 15 TFEU shows the need for openness on legislation - affecting EU+Law. 
With “combined effects” since ECJ C-446/98 Fazenda Pública plus Brexit plus State+Aid and a lack 
of VAT+Neutrality there is no ‘impossibilium nulla obligatio est’.  
With at least one EU+Permittance, any ‘impossibility of transparent redress’ is hard to conceive 

In short: EU+Law grants transparency and equality - calling for “restitutio in integrum” 

Green Deal 
EU+Member-States choose to create the first  
climate-neutral continent - as our consensus all in. 
For our Green Deal to succeed, two factors are key: 
innovation and social justice. Learning on learning 
including AI+ is our central activity and main subject-
matter within Agreement+ - including any WOW+Learner 
and other Learner+ in our Learner+Domus 

Data+

EU+Member-States must respect data integrity, unless 
data threatens the national security. This is fundamental 
to all EU+Law. With its track record on data and its bright 
VAT+Rate pro vocational education, Luxembourg shows 
a commitment to Life Long Learning+ all in

Mediation+ 
as each silent+Partner will do their joint utmost per 
Pilot+ to deserve a solid Rating+ per Learner+ and 
if not, in line with Union+Reunion, the Creator+ 
and Beneficiary+ must amend L&D+ and/or 
tailored Instructional+Material.
 
If a Learner+ is still not satisfied then, the 
general+Partner will step in with WOW+Learner through 
Mediation+ - per Dispute+Mechanism in UNION+ as it 
gets detailed per Pilot+ within AprovA+app. Agreement+ 
uses a sub-legal four-step reconciliation proce litigation 

unique among the intelligent animals of our world, 
humans use anorganic enhancements that improve 
our everyday functioning capabilities - such as to 
see and hear better. Eyeglasses date back to the 
Middle Ages, and the glass manufacturer Murano 
of Venice. Low-tech hearing aids go back to the 
17th century. The idea of inanimate phenomenons 
coming to life in intelligent forms now exists some 
millennia. This is proven in many ancient Greeks 
myths. AI, short for Artificial Intelligence, can be 
traced back to classical philosophers describing 
human thinking as a symbolic system. Since a 
congress in 1956 AI’s concrete future in enhancing 
humanlike intelligence hasn’t just been about 
features in technological ways. The main issue 
concerning AI+ is ownership. If a Learner+ doesn’t 
own the features in Artificial Intelligence, such 
features tend to somehow ‘own us’. To avoid 
any such vulnerability, AI+ is co-developed 
all in. Its progress is open for new instructions 
via PASPAL every four weeks. And with all 
Input+ put into it, our AI+ is co-owned by each 
WOW+Learner - perpetually. Erasmus+ inspires 
AI+ in our Agreement+ embodying all in interests 
per Beneficiary+ plus Learner+ plus Creator+ as 
established per THEMA+ - in an Audit+ instructed 
by an Accountant+ 

AI+ 
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“VAT [is] a common system,  
some of the revenues from which 
are repaid to the European Union 

budget. The Member States therefore 
have a duty to cooperate in order to 
safeguard the proper functioning of 

that system as a whole.” 
Maciej Szpunar ECJ C-131/13 Italmoda
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TEAM+AmplificA

GDPR+Lead (LU) +Cluster
Association+PASPAL is governed all in by members. 
Each Learner+ co-governs a central board conducting 
one goal - amplifying Employability+ for any AI+Learner. 
Association+PASPAL plus PAS direct SPA+, our 
general+Partner non-profit foundation with no economic 
interests - ruling on issues in any Agreement+. PAS is 
co-owned by each Partner+ including co-ownership for 
each WOW+Learner as such established in NL within our 
Learner+Domus - shaping TEAM+AmplificA. 

Within our knowledge society, we all in depend on 
combining facts - with Insight+. EU+Law calls for 
transparent goals that respect EU+Law. Faulty business 
models like Lloyd’s CRKBO must get annulled 
retroactively - as they operate counter to EU+Law. Each 
EU+Member-State ensures “restitutio in integrum” 
- (re)establishing just VAT. TEAM+AmplificA plus 
GDPR+Lead pursue: ECJ C-2/95 SDC; C-446/98 Fazenda 
Pública; C-434/05 Horizon College; C-47  3/08 Eulitz; 
C.617/10 Åkerberg Fransson; C-319/12 MDDP; 

C-105/14 Taricco; T-220/13 up to C-622/16 P Scuola; 
plus C.672/16 Imofloresmira for just VAT - all in 
amplifying Employability+.  
Thereto ECJ 342/86 Daddy’s dance Hall and 
Åkerberg Fransson need transparency - inspired by 
C-212/04 Adeneler plus T-115/13 Dennekamp and 
C-272/19 VQ. Transparency is a prerequisite for applying 
the Rule of Law “wholly autonomously”.  
In principle, one shows how disclosure hurts ‘interests’ 
before blocking transparency. 

For just Employability+ in any EU+Member-State we all in 
respect EU+Law - Pan-EU. Through transparency EU+Law 
takes precedence over local laws - judging facts all in. 
Under our Rule of Law, all in transparency prevails over 
unclear ‘privacy protection’ particularly when no evidence 
to be shown under 15+GDPR supports covering Data+ 

In short: AI+ owned all in plus 15+GDPR will secure 
transparency - 360° pro equality

for “things of the same kind, growing or held together” 
inequality is bad -‘killing’ us all in. Sharing and learning 
form differences is central to TEAM AmplificA - observing 
Learner+AI.pdf. Wholesome “solidarity” we see since 
Thlimmenos ECHR (2000) “The Court has so far 
considered that the right [not to be discriminated 
against] is violated when States treat differently 
persons in analogous situations without providing 
an objective and reasonable justification [plus] not to 
be discriminated against [is also violated when States 
without an objective and reasonable justification fail 
to treat differently persons whose situations are 
significantly different”. +Cluster must amplify all in 
awareness, like on a “ukase” as noticed by Pedro Cruz 
Villalón in ECJ C-336/09 P Poland - felt by a relative 
EU-newcomer in need of “solidarity and good faith”. 
The Grand Chamber accordingly judges “The European 
Union is a union based on the rule of law, its institutions 
being subject to review of the conformity of their acts 
[] principles are the very foundation of that [new Member 
States are] treated on the basis of equality [it] was 
therefore wrong to hold [not necessary for] Poland to 

enjoy the status of Member State”. 
Learning+Pan-EU cannot depend on any third state 
‘big tech’ company - acting as ‘world king’. On a Pilot+ 
in any Intra+Cluster in 4 EU+Member-States our 
general+Partner can get extra Mediation+Input  
- and per Inter+Cluster between 2 EU+Member-States 
from 2/7 +Clusters. 
TEAM+AmplificA conceptualizes and executes AI+ in 
our Learner+Domus central to any Pilot+ - amplifying 
Life Long Learning+ all in. Any AmplificA+Cluster works 
centrally and locally for any Participant+ in each Pilot+ to 
breed values - reflective of EU+Law.  
Our Learning+Pan-EU within our central Learner+Domus 
and AI+Domus must collect, process and protect Data+. 
An independent central GDPR+Lead (LU) oversees issues 
on Data+ - for any local AprovA+Domus. “Europe will 
not be made all at once, or according to a single plan. 
It will be built through concrete achievements which first 
create a de facto solidarity” Robert Schuman (1950) 

In short: all in we support any Learner+ - in her or his 
Learning+Pan-EU
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Opt+out Government 
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Vermeire ECHR 
(1991)
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ECJ T-354/99
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ECJ C-446/98 
Fazenda Pública
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Halifax

ECJ C-34/01 
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ECJ C-39/05 P 
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Eulitz
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Van Laarhoven

ECJ C-131/13 
Italmoda
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Otis

ECJ C-1/12 
OTOC

ECJ T-220/13 up to 
C-622/16 P Scuola

ECJ C-584/13
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Trijber

Vékony ECHR 
(2015)
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ECJ C-360/15 
Visser

ECJ C‑672/16 
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ECJ C-320/17 
Marle

ECJ C-193/17 
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ECJ T-115/13 
Dennekamp

ECJ 342/86 
Daddy’s dance Hall

ECJ C-280/00 
Altmark

 ECJ C-434/05 
Horizon College

ECJ C-2/95 
SDC

Jokela ECHR 
(2002)

ECJ C‑165/17 
Morgan Stanley

ECJ C-272/19 
VQ

ECJ C-66/18 
CEU

ECJ C-597/17 
Ministerraad

ECJ C-235/17 
Hungary

ECJ C-120/19 
Tamoil

Life Long Learning+ all in

Ukase IIUkase I
2021CRKBO

ECJ C-49/07 MOTOE

“protecting the quality of education  
[] Foundation CRKBO periodically 

charges [costs] for teachers and 
institutions [as such disputed 

under EU+Law, plus recognized 
‘arguable claim’] that the 

legal interpretation of the 
VAT exemption on education 

can be regarded as State Aid” 

Team public information

Learner+Union Creator+Union
Opt+in and Opt+out progress our Level playing+field. 
Everyone is equal before the law. Learning+Pan-EU 
progresses all in equality by including Acceptance+ to 
5% only per Opt+out - allowing to skip any fixed 95% for 
joining L&D+ welcomes differences with different treatment. 
In AI+Domus we learn working with AI+, L&D+ and 
tailored Instructional+Material. With open source AI+, 
we progress education with access to vocational and 
continuing training. ECJ+Jurisdiction transcends borders 
to progress quality of local laws by EU+Law - in ECJ 
C-66/18 CEU including WTO. For Life Long Learning+ 

in our Learner+Union there is no border - for people 
Learning+Pan-EU.  
A taxable person/VAT+Group with two-faced VAT+Output 
breaches ECJ MDDP and ECJ Rank Group - starting from 
ECJ Daddy’s dance Hall. Such breaches can seriously 
endanger Employability+. Each Participant+ in our 
Learner+Union plus Creator+Union must all in respect 
- putting other ingredients of any THEMA+Mix in each 
Pilot+ in one amplified all in perspective

In short: Learning+Pan-EU progresses equality all in

one cannot protect quality of education whilst undermining 
our Services Directive and/or any legal interpretation 
of the VAT exemption - violating the EU Charter 
and TFEU. EU+Law instructs each Participant+ how to act 
- establishing our Level playing+field.

With all joint interests, each Participant+ gets all in 
established in our Learner+Domus. Here we jointly 
progress on our UNION+Bibliothecam, Benchmark+Plus, 
Mediation+Input and any wrongful+Management-act 

- enacting our AmplificA+LLP. Under Agreement+ whereto 
any silent+Partner agrees a Limited Liability Partnership with 
the general+Partner - instructing Input+ and Output+ per 
Pilot+ built for Learning+Pan-EU. Pilot+ with Green360light 
from SUMMA+Partners gives a silent+Partner 96% ownership.  
Each Participant+ in our Creator+Union plus Learner+Union 
must all in respect EU+Law - per Pilot+ combining 
Rating+Input other AI+Input and Mediation+Input

In short: for Input+ and Output+ we share our Learner+Domus 
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